To elaborate a video in terms of its content, it needs to be partitioned into its smallest visual unit called shot. To segment a video into shots, shot boundary is needed. Here pixel wise difference is adapted for uncompressed and compressed video shot transition detection with adaptive threshold. Color histogram is also used for the cut and dissolve boundary. For cut boundary, traditional threshold technique works well but it fails in some cases like camera flash, fast zooming etc. To improve its performance 2nd derivative method is accepted for cut detection and for the dissolve boundary histogram difference with twin comparison method is used. Pixel intensity based approach is utilized for fade detection.
INTRODUCTION
In today's advance world, the rapid advance of multimedia and web technologies, video data in various formats are available. To enable efficient browsing, searching and retrieval with these huge video data resources, the video database systems are needed. The traditional method is time consuming, lacks the speed because it uses human beings to manually explain the videos with text keywords. Therefore, more advanced methods are needed to support automatic indexing and retrieval directly based on videos content, which provide information related to video without consuming the time and with higher speed. Shot boundary detection is one of the key techniques for digital video analysis. Video shot boundary detection is usually the first and important step for content-based video retrieval, which helps to segment a video by detecting boundaries between camera shots. A digital video sequence consists of group of scene. A scene is a collection of one or more shots focusing on one or more objects of interest. In other words it is a set of images (frames) taken from a single camera. A shot boundary separates two consecutive shots when one shot changes to another shot. It means that if n number of shots taken from different cameras with different Video shot boundary detection has various applications in different domains like video indexing, video compression, video access and others. Many techniques have been developed [4] [5] [6] and compared [8] to detect frame transitions in video sequences. One of the simplest ways of detecting shot Transition is to compare the corresponding pixels between two consecutive frames. Another way is by using grayscale or color histograms of two frames. There are several other methods like edge changes and some predefined models, objects, regions to detect shot changes. Hybrid of these techniques has also been investigated [7] .
Fig.1 Illustration of video Sequence
In this paper hybrid approach is presented to achieve shot boundary. Color histogram difference [7] for abrupt cut boundary and color histogram difference with twin comparison method [8] for dissolve boundary detection are presented. The simplicity of the method relies on the low complexity of the computation of the color histogram difference. For fade (out/in) pixel intensity [11] based method is presented because fade contain at least single monochrome frame and standard deviation of a monochrome frame is near about zero which make easy to identify a monochrome image from others.
SHOT BOUNDARY DETECTION

Introduction
Shot boundaries can be broadly classified into two types: abrupt transition and gradual transitions [1] . Abrupt transition is instantaneous transition from one shot to the subsequent shot. Gradual transition occurs over multiple frames, which is generated via the application of more elaborated editing effects involving several frames, so that Fk frame belongs to one shot, frame Fk+1 to the second, and the k-1 frames in between represent a gradual transformation of Fk into Fk+1. 
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where X and Y are the frame width and height respectively, and f i (x,y) denotes the intensity value of the pixel at (x,y). Calculate the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the feature vector distances as follows:
Where, k is pre-specified constant and N is number of frames in video sequence.
If D(i) > T cut , declare the frame i as cut boundary.
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Fig.2 Pixel Difference for Cut detection
The algorithm is tested for detecting only abrupt changes. The simulation results for adaptive threshold are summarized in the following table:
Even with the adaptive thresholding, the algorithm produces false alarms, if the shot before/after the shot boundary includes high motion activity. The results indicate that the pixel-wise difference algorithm gives quite acceptable results with adaptive thresholding. Simulation results indicate that considering the difference between the difference signal values of adjacent frames is a worthwhile approach. The weakness of the pixel based features is the high sensitivity to the video content. The main disadvantage of this method is its inability to distinguish between a large change in a small area and a small change in a large area. We have observed that cuts are falsely detected when a small part of the frame undergoes a large, rapid change. The presented method of shot boundary detection is based on the computation of difference of color histogram between frames as a measure of discontinuity. This difference can be the sum of the absolute difference between the bin values [3] .
Where h x is the color histogram of image X which contains M different bins.
The shot boundary detection method is based on the difference between color histograms of frames belonging to a video sequence. This difference is computed as
Where, h i the color histogram with M bins of frame i corresponding to the video sequence.
B.2.2. Abrupt cut boundary detection
For abrupt cut detection color histogram is calculated. Then threshold is determined using equations (1.3-1.5), instead of pixel difference here color histogram difference is used. If the difference is greater than a threshold gives cut boundary. This scheme can achieve relatively good performance. But some time it can fail to detect correct boundary and can give false result. So here second order derivative method is used to determine correct cut boundaries.
Second Order Derivative Method
The traditional threshold method, in which feature variation between adjacent frames is directly compared with a global threshold T c , usually works well.
However, due to illumination change or object/camera motion, feature variations within the same shot frequently exceed T c . Therefore, it causes many false alarms. To overcome this drawback second order derivative method [4] is adopted and can be determine using (2.3).
where HD2 is 2 nd derivative of the color histogram difference. 
B.2.3. Simulation Results
Typical histogram difference patterns for CUTs are shown in Figure 4 . Despite the fact that during a gradual transition the frame to frame differences are usually higher than those within a shot, they are much smaller than the differences in the case of a cut and cannot be detected with the same threshold. On the other hand, we have observed that global changes in the video frames, such as large brightness change, zooming or fading effects (especially fast zooming), result in false alarms. This is an expected result, since histogram feature is sensitive to the overall (or global) content of the video. Therefore, any effect resulting in a global change in the video content (e.g. fast zooming, large object movement) can be erroneously interpreted by the histogram algorithm. Another conclusion from the simulation results is the algorithm cannot detect shot boundaries if there is a video-invideo effect. Since the outer frame, which remains constant, decreases the change ratio of the histogram bins significantly, amount of histogram difference is small. Consequently the transition is missed. On the other hand, since the dark frames do not provide enough color information, histogram method cannot produce good results with dark video content as well.
C. Gradual boundary detection
Gradual transitions can be roughly divided into two classes: those that simultaneously but gradually affect every pixel of the image, and those that abruptly affect an evolving subset of the pixels, with the subset changing in each frame. The first class includes dissolve and fade-in/out effects. Dissolves show one image superimposed on the other as the frames of the first shot get dimmer and these of the second one get brighter. Fade out is slow decrease in brightness resulting in black frame; a fade in is gradual increase in intensity starting fromblack image. One of the most popular methods for detecting shot transitions is comparing the histograms of consecutive frames. The assumption is that two frames which have a common background and unchanging objects will show little difference in their histograms. The histogram (either color or grayscale) is computed for each frame and the difference is calculated as shown below:
Where H i (j) is the j th element of the histogram of the i th frame, and n is the number of bins in histogram.
C.2.1 Fade Detection
The key problem of FOI detection [6] is the recognition of monochrome frame, since there is at least one monochrome frame within the FOI transition but monochrome frame seldom appears elsewhere. One dominant characteristic of monochrome frame is its low standard deviation of pixel intensities. FOI detection process is described in following flow chart. Scaling factor is variable according to the video. If SD of any frame finds below the threshold T f , then that frame will be declare as monochrome frame and proceed for fade boundary detection. Fig.6. and Fig.7 . shows the results of detected monochrome frames using this method.
Cont… Fade Detection
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C.2.3 Dissolve Detection
Twin-comparison method [5] except interframe differences uses cumulative differences between frames of gradual transition. In first pass cuts are detected using high T cut . In the second pass potential starting frame Fs of the gradual transition is detected using the lower threshold T l . F s is then compared to subsequent frames (figure 1).This is called an accumulated comparison because during a gradual transition this difference value increases. The end frame of the transition is detected if two constraints are satisfied: difference between successive frames falls below T l while the accumulated difference increases over Th. If consecutive difference falls below T l before cumulative difference reaches T h potential start frame Fs is dropped. In some gradual transitions consecutive difference falls below T l . Problem is solved allowing certain number of frames with low difference values before rejecting F s .
Figure.8. (a) Consecutive and (b) Accumulated histogram differences [5]
For calculating T h histogram of the difference values of the clip is used. After identifying peak value, we assign T h index value that corresponds to half of the peak value on right slope of the peak. T h must be higher than mean value. Based on higher threshold lower threshold T l will be decided. Table 3.1 and Table 3 .2. summarizes the simulation results of our algorithms for detecting gradual boundaries for both compressed and uncompressed video streams. From the observation we can see that the precision and recall for the uncompressed videos are better than compressed videos. In some cases during the fade detection, this method produces false alarm during night scenes. Because of its darkness our algorithm takes it as fade transition. We have observed that some of the dissolves exhibits very similar patterns to the ones that are produced by cuts. As a result the algorithm falsely identifies the dissolve center as cut. Long dissolves are the situations that such false detections mostly occur. In case of fast camera/object movement, it produces false alarm. 
C.2.3. Simulation Results
CONCLUSIONS
In the color histogram difference based approach for the cut boundary detection is simple and robust in front of camera and moving object for uncompressed videos. As compared to color histogram based approach pixel intensity based approach performed well for fades detection. Performance of twin comparison method for finding dissolve boundaries is also good for uncompressed videos. In future performance of this algorithm can be improved.
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